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Abstract. We initiate the study of the following problem: Given a non-planar
graph G and a planar subgraph S of G, does there exist a straight-line drawing
Γ of G in the plane such that the edges of S are not crossed in Γ ? We give
positive and negative results for different kinds of spanning subgraphs S of G.
Moreover, in order to enlarge the subset of instances that admit a solution, we
consider the possibility of bending the edges of G \ S; in this setting different
trade-offs between number of bends and drawing area are given.

1 Introduction
Lots of papers in graph drawing address the problem of computing drawings of nonplanar graphs with the goal of mitigating the negative effect that edge crossings have on
the drawing readability. Many of these papers describe crossing minimization methods,
which are effective and computationally feasible for relatively small and sparse graphs
(see [8] for a survey). Other papers study which non-planar graphs can be drawn such
that the “crossing complexity” of the drawing is somewhat controlled, either in the number or in the type of crossings. They include the study of k-planar drawings, in which
each edge is crossed at most k times (see, e.g., [7,11,12,15,16,20,24]), of k-quasi planar
drawings, in which no k pairwise crossing edges exist (see, e.g., [1,2,10,23,26,28]), and
of large angle crossing drawings, in which any two crossing edges form a sufficiently
large angle (see [14] for a survey). Most of these drawings exist only for sparse graphs.
In this paper we initiate the study of a new graph drawing problem concerned with
the drawing of non-planar graphs. Namely: Given a non-planar graph G and a planar
subgraph S of G, decide whether G admits a drawing Γ such that the edges of S are
not crossed in Γ , and compute Γ if it exists.
Besides its intrinsic theoretical interest, this problem is also of practical relevance in
many application domains. Indeed, distinct groups of edges in a graph may have different semantics, and a group can be more important than another for some applications;
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in this case a visual interface might attempt to display more important edges in a planar
way. Again, the user could benefit from a layout in which a spanning connected subgraph is drawn crossing free, since it would support the user to quickly recognize paths
between any two vertices, while keeping the other edges of the graph visible.
We remark that the problem of recognizing specific types of subgraphs that are not
self-crossing (or that have few crossings) in a given drawing Γ , has been previously
studied (see, e.g., [17,19,22,25]). This problem, which turns out to be NP-hard for most
different kinds of instances, is also very different from our problem. Indeed, in our
setting the drawing is not the input, but the output of the problem. Also, we require that
the given subgraph S is not crossed by any edge of the graph, not only by its own edges.
In this paper we concentrate on the case in which S is a spanning subgraph of G and
consider both straight-line and polyline drawings of G. Namely:
(i) In the straight-line drawing setting we prove that if S is any given spanning spider or
caterpillar, then a drawing of G where S is crossing free always exists; such a drawing
can be computed in linear time and requires polynomial area (Section 3.1). We also
show that this positive result cannot be extended to any spanning tree, but we describe
a large family of spanning trees that always admit a solution, and we show that any
graph G contains such a spanning tree; unfortunately, our drawing technique for trees
may require exponential area. Finally, we characterize the instances G, S that admit
a solution when S is a spanning triconnected subgraph, and we provide a polynomialtime testing and drawing algorithm, whose layouts have polynomial area (Section 3.2).
(ii) We investigate polyline drawings where only the edges of G \ S are allowed to
bend. In this setting, we show that all spanning trees can be realized without crossings
in a drawing of G of polynomial area, and we describe efficient algorithms that provide
different trade-offs between number of bends per edge and drawing area (Section 4).
Also, in Section 5 we briefly discuss a characterization of the instances G, S that
admit a drawing when S is any given biconnected spanning subgraph.
Due to space restrictions, some proofs are omitted or only sketched in the text; full
proofs for all results can be found in the [4].

2 Preliminaries and Definitions
We assume familiarity with basic concepts of graph drawing and planarity (see, e.g.,
[9]). Let G(V, E) be a graph and let Γ be a drawing of G in the plane. If all vertices and
edge bends of Γ have integer coordinates, then Γ is an integer grid drawing of G, and
the area of Γ is the area of the minimum bounding box of Γ . Otherwise, suppose that
Γ is not an integer grid drawing and let dmin be the minimum distance between two
points of Γ on which either vertices or bends are drawn. In this case, the area of Γ is
defined as the area of the minimum bounding box of a drawing obtained by scaling Γ by
a constant c such that c × dmin = 1; this corresponds to establish a certain resolution
rule between vertices and bends of Γ , which is comparable to that of an integer grid
drawing.
Let G(V, E) be a graph and let S(V, W ), W ⊆ E, be a spanning subgraph of G. A
straight-line drawing Γ of G such that S is crossing-free in Γ (i.e., such that crossings
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occur only between edges of E \ W ) is called a straight-line compatible drawing of
G, S. If each edge of E \ W has at most k bends in Γ (but still the subdrawing of S
is straight-line and crossing-free), Γ is called a k-bend compatible drawing of G, S.
If S is a rooted spanning tree of G such that every edge of G \ S connects either
vertices at the same level of S or vertices that are on consecutive levels, then we say
that S is a BFS-tree of G.
A star is a tree T (V, E) such that all its vertices but one have degree one, that is,
V = {u, v1 , v2 , . . . , vk } and E = {(u, v1 ), (u, v2 ), . . . , (u, vk )}; any subdivision of T
(including T ), is a spider: vertex u is the center of the spider and each path from u to
vi is a leg of the spider. A caterpillar is a tree such that removing all its leaves (and
their incident edges) results in a path, which is called the spine of the caterpillar. The
one-degree vertices attached to a spine vertex v are called the leaves of v.
In the remainder of the paper we implicitly assume that G is always a connected
graph (if the graph is not connected, our results apply for any connected component).

3 Straight-Line Drawings
We start studying straight-line compatible drawings of pairs G, S: Section 3.1 concentrates on the case in which S is a spanning tree, while Section 3.2 investigates the
case in which S is a spanning triconnected graph.
3.1 Spanning Trees
The simplest case is when S is a given Hamiltonian path of G; in this case Γ can be easily computed by drawing all vertices of S in convex position, according to the ordering
they occur in the path. In the following we prove that in fact a straight-line compatible
drawing Γ of G, S can be always constructed in the more general cases in which S
is a spanning spider (Theorem 1), or a spanning caterpillar (Theorem 2), or a BFS-tree
(Theorem 3); our construction techniques guarantee polynomial-area drawings for spiders and caterpillars, while require exponential area for BFS-trees. On the negative side,
we show that if S is an arbitrary spanning tree, a straight-line compatible drawing of
G, S may not exist (Lemmas 1 and 2).
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S be a spanning
spider of G. There exists an integer grid straight-line compatible drawing Γ of G, S.
Drawing Γ can be computed in O(n + m) time and has O(n3 ) area.
Proof. Let u be the center of S and let π1 , π2 , . . . , πk be the legs of S. Also, denote
by vi the vertex of degree one of leg πi (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Order the vertices of S distinct
from u such that: (i) the vertices of each πi are ordered in the same way they appear
in the simple path of S from u to vi ; (ii) the vertices of πi precede those of πi+1
(1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1). If v is the vertex at position j (0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2) in the ordering defined
above, draw v at coordinates (j 2 , j). Finally, draw u at coordinates (0, n − 2). With this
strategy, all vertices of S are in convex position, and they are all visible from u in such
a way that no edge incident to u can cross other edges of Γ . Hence, the edges of S do
not cross other edges in Γ . The area of Γ is (n − 2)2 × (n − 2) = O(n3 ) and Γ is
constructed in linear time.
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The next algorithm computes a straight-line compatible drawing of G, S when S is
a spanning caterpillar. Theorem 2 proves its correctness, time and area requirements.
Although the drawing area is still polynomial, the layout is not an integer grid drawing.
Algorithm. S TRAIGHT- LINE -C ATERPILLAR. Denote by u1 , u2 , . . . , uk the vertices of
the spine of S. Also, for each spine vertex ui (1 ≤ i ≤ k), let vi1 , . . . , vini be its leaves
in S (refer to the bottom image in Fig. 1(a)). The algorithm temporarily adds to S and
G some dummy vertices, which will be removed in the final drawing. Namely, for each
ui , it attaches to ui two dummy leaves, si and ti . Also, it adds a dummy spine vertex
uk+1 attached to uk and a dummy leaf sk+1 of uk+1 (see the top image in Fig. 1(a)).
Call G and S  the new graph and the new caterpillar obtained by augmenting G and S
with these dummy vertices.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Algorithm S TRAIGHT- LINE -C ATERPILLAR: (a) a caterpillar S and its augmented version S  ; (b) a drawing of S  ; edges of the graph connecting leaves of S are drawn in
the gray (convex) region; (c) enlarged detail of the picture (b)

The construction of a drawing Γ  of G is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Consider a quarter
of circumference C with center o and radius r. Let N be the total number of vertices of
G . Let {p1 , p2 , . . . , pN } be N equally spaced points along C in clockwise order, where
op1 and opN are a horizontal and a vertical segment, respectively. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
consider the ordered list of vertices Li = {ui , si , vi1 , . . . vini , ti }, and let L be the
concatenation of all Li . Also, append to L the vertices uk+1 and sk+1 , in this order.
Clearly the number of vertices in L equals N . For a vertex v ∈ L, denote by j(v)
the position of v in L. Vertex ui is drawn at point pj(ui ) (1 ≤ i ≤ k); also, vertices
uk+1 and sk+1 are drawn at points pN −1 and pN , respectively. Each leaf v of S  will
be suitably drawn along radius opj(v) of C. More precisely, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
let ai be the intersection point between segments pj(ui ) pj(si+1 ) and opj(si ) , and let bi
be the intersection point between segments pj(ui ) pj(ui+1 ) and opj(ti ) . Vertices si and
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ti are drawn at points ai and bi , respectively. Also, let Ai be the circular arc that is
tangent to pj(ui ) pj(ui+1 ) at point bi , and that passes through ai ; vertex vih is drawn at
the intersection point between Ai and opj(vih ) (1 ≤ h ≤ ni ).
Once all vertices of G are drawn, each edge of G is drawn in Γ  as a straightline segment between its end-vertices. Drawing Γ is obtained from Γ  by deleting all
dummy vertices and their incident edges.
Theorem 2. Let G be graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S be a spanning
caterpillar of G. There exists a straight-line compatible drawing Γ of G, S. Drawing
Γ can be computed in O(n + m) time in the real RAM model1 and has O(n2 ) area.
Proof sketch: Let Γ be the output of Algorithm S TRAIGHT- LINE -C ATERPILLAR. We
first prove that Γ is a straight-line compatible drawing of G, S, and then we analyze
time complexity and area requirement. We adopt the same notation used in the description of the algorithm.
C ORRECTNESS . We have to prove that in Γ the edges of S are never crossed. Our
construction places all spine vertices of S  (and hence of S) in convex position. It is
also possible to see that the leaves of S  are all in convex position and form a convex
polygon P . Since by construction the edges of S are all outside P in Γ , these edges
cannot be crossed by edges of G connecting two leaves of S. Also, it is immediate to
see that an edge of S cannot be crossed by another edge of S and it is not difficult to
see that an edge of S cannot be crossed by an edge of G connecting either two nonconsecutive spine vertices or a leaf of S to a spine vertex of S.
T IME AND AREA REQUIREMENT. Clearly, the construction of Γ  (and then of Γ ) can
be executed in linear time, in the real RAM model. About the area, let dmin be the
minimum distance between
any two vertices of Γ . It can be proved that if we require
√
2
dmin ≥ 1 then r < β2 , for β = θ( N1 ). Thus, the area of Γ is O(N 2 ) = O(n2 ).
The next lemmas show that, unfortunately, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 cannot be extended to any spanning tree S, that is, there are pairs G, S that do not admit a straightline compatible drawing, even if S is a ternary or a binary tree.
Lemma 1. Let G be the complete graph on 13 vertices and let S be a complete rooted
ternary tree that spans G. There is no straight-line compatible drawing of G, S.
Proof sketch: Suppose, for a contradiction, that a straight-line compatible drawing Γ of
G, S exists. Let r be the root of S (see Fig. 2(a)). Note that r is the only vertex of S
with degree 3. Let u, v, w be the three neighbors of r in S. Two are the cases: either one
of u, v, w (say u) lies inside triangle (r, v, w) (Case 1, see Fig. 2(b)); or r lies inside
triangle (u, v, w) (Case 2).
In Case 1, consider a child u1 of u. Vertex u1 is placed in Γ in such a way that u
lies inside either triangle (u1 , r, w) or triangle (u1 , r, v); assume the former (see
Fig. 2(c)). Then, consider another child u2 of u; in order for edge (u, u2 ) not to cross
any edge, also u2 has to lie inside (u1 , r, w), in such a way that both u and u1 lie
inside triangle (u2 , r, v). This implies that u lies inside (u1 , r, u2 ) (see Fig. 2(d)),
1

We also assume that basic trigonometric functions are executed in constant time.
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Fig. 2. Illustration for Lemma 1: (a) A complete rooted ternary tree with 13 vertices. (b) Case 1
in the proof; u lies inside (r, v, w). (c) Placement of u1 . (d) Placement of u2 .

together with its last child u3 . However, u3 cannot be placed in any of the three triangles
in which (u1 , r, u2 ) is partitioned by the edges (of S) connecting u to u1 , to r, and to
u2 , respectively, without introducing any crossing involving edges of S, a contradiction.
Case 2 can be analyzed with analogous considerations.
2
The proof strategy of Lemma 2 is similar to that of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let G be the complete graph on 22 vertices and let S be a complete unrooted binary tree that spans G. There is no straight-line compatible drawing of G, S.
In the light of Lemmas 1 and 2, it is natural to ask whether there are specific subfamilies
of spanning trees S (other than paths, spiders, and caterpillars) such that a straight-line
compatible drawing of G, S always exists. The next algorithm gives a positive answer
to this question: it computes a straight-line compatible drawing when S is a BFS-tree
of G. Theorem 3 proves the algorithm correctness, its time complexity, and its area
requirement.
Algorithm. S TRAIGHT-L INE -BFS-T REE. Let u be the root of S (which is at level 0)
and let ul1 , . . . , ulkl be the vertices at level l ∈ {1, . . . , d}, where d is the depth of
S. The algorithm temporarily adds to S and G some dummy vertices, which will be
removed in the final drawing. Namely, for each uli , 1 ≤ l ≤ d − 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ kl ,
it attaches to uli one more (leftmost) child sli . Also, it attaches to root u a dummy
(rightmost) child t. Denote by G and S  the new graph and the new tree, respectively.
Notice that S  is still a BFS-tree of G . The algorithm iteratively computes a drawing Γ 
of G . For l = 1, . . . , d, the algorithm defines a circumference Cl with center o = (0, 0)
and radius rl < rl−1 (C1 , . . . , Cd are concentric). The vertices of level l are drawn on
the quarter of Cl going from point (−rl , 0) to point (0, rl ) clockwise.
Let {u11 , . . . , u1k1 , t} be the ordered list of the children of root u and let {p11 ,. . . ,
p1k1 , pt } be k1 + 1 equally spaced points along C1 in clockwise order, where op11 and
opt are a horizontal and a vertical segment, respectively. Vertex u1j is drawn on p1j
(1 ≤ j ≤ k1 ) and vertex t is drawn on pt . Also, u is drawn on point (−r1 , r1 ).
Assume now that all vertices ul1 , . . . , ulkl of level l have been drawn (1 ≤ l ≤ d−1)
in this order on the sequence of points {q1 , . . . , qkl }, along Cl . The algorithm draws the
vertices of level l + 1 as follows. Let qi qi+1 be the chords of Cl , for 1 ≤ i ≤ kl − 1, and
let cl be the shortest of these chords. The radius rl+1 of Cl+1 is chosen arbitrarily in
such a way that Cl+1 intersects cl in two points and rl+1 < rl . This implies that Cl+1
also intersects every chord qi qi+1 in two points. For 1 ≤ i ≤ kl , denote by L(uli ) =
{v1 , . . . , vnli } the ordered list of children of uli in G . Also, let ai be the intersection
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point between qi qi+1 and Cl+1 that is closest to qi , and let i be the line through qi
tangent to Cl+1 ; denote by bi the tangent point between i and Cl+1 . Let Al+1 be the
arc of Cl+1 between ai and bi , and let {p0 , p1 , . . . , pnli } be nli + 1 equally spaced
points along Al+1 in clockwise order. For v ∈ L(uli ), denote by j(v) the position of v
in L(uli ). Vertex vj is drawn on pj(vj ) (1 ≤ j ≤ nli ) and vertex sli is drawn on p0 .
Once all vertices of G are drawn each edge of G is drawn in Γ  as a straightline segment between its end-vertices. Drawing Γ is obtained from Γ  by deleting all
dummy vertices and their incident edges.
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S be a BFS-tree
of G. There exists a straight-line compatible drawing Γ of G, S. Drawing Γ can be
computed in O(n + m) time in the real RAM model.
It is worth observing that any graph G admits a BFS-tree rooted at an arbitrarily chosen vertex r of G. Thus, each graph admits a straight-line drawing Γ such that one
of its spanning trees S is never crossed in Γ . Unfortunately, the compatible drawing
computed by Algorithm S TRAIGHT-L INE -BFS-T REE may require area Ω(2n ).
3.2 Spanning Triconnected Subgraphs
Here we focus on triconnected spanning subgraph S of G. Clearly, since every tree can
be augmented with edges to become a triconnected graph, Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that,
if S is a triconnected graph, a straight-line compatible drawing of G, S may not exist.
The next theorem characterizes those instances for which such a drawing exists.
Theorem 4. Let G(V, E) be a graph, S(V, W ) be a spanning planar triconnected subgraph of G, and E be the unique planar (combinatorial) embedding of S (up to a flip).
A straight-line compatible drawing Γ of G, S exists if and only if: (1) Each edge
e ∈ E \ W connects two vertices belonging to the same face of E. (2) There exists a
face f of E containing three vertices such that any pair u, v of them does not separate
in the circular order of f the end-vertices x, y ∈ f of any other edge in E \ W .
Proof sketch: Since E is unique the necessity of Condition 1 is trivial. Its sufficiency
would be also trivial if S admitted a convex drawing where the external face is a triangle. Otherwise, suppose that v1 , v2 , and v3 are three vertices of a face f satisfying
Condition 2. Dummy vertices can be added to S among v1 , v2 , and v3 in order to have
a triangular face to be used as external face when computing the convex drawing (for
example, using the algorithm in [27]). The necessity of Condition 2 follows from considering any three vertices on the convex hull of a compatible drawing of G, S.
2
The next algorithm exploits Theorem 4 in order to decide in polynomial time whether
G, S admits a straight-line compatible drawing.
Algorithm. S TRAIGHT-L INE -T RICONNECTED. Let E be the unique planar embedding
of S (up to a flip). The algorithm verifies that each edge of E \ W satisfies Condition 1
of Theorem 4 and that there exists a face f of E containing three vertices v1 , v2 , and v3 ,
that satisfy Condition 2 of Theorem 4. If both conditions hold, then v1 , v2 , and v3 can
be used to find a straight-line compatible drawing Γ of G, S as described in the proof
of Theorem 4.
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Fig. 3. Two consecutive steps of Algorithm S TRAIGHT-L INE -T RICONNECTED. (a) The outerplane graph Gf ; the shaded face is full (the others are empty); the dash-dot edge e is the next
edge of Ef to be considered; edges in Eχ are drawn as dashed lines; white squares are vertices
of Vχ . (b) Graph Gf after the update due to edge e.

Condition 1 is verified as follows. Construct an auxiliary graph S  from S by subdividing each edge e of W with a dummy vertex ve . Also, for each face f of E add to S 
a vertex vf and connect vf to all non-dummy vertices of f . We have that two vertices
of V belong to the same face of E if and only if their distance in S  is two.
To test Condition 2 of Theorem 4 we perform the following procedure on each face f
of E, restricting our attention to the set Ef of edges in E \W whose end-vertices belong
to f . We maintain an auxiliary outerplane graph Gf whose vertices are the vertices Vf
of f . Each internal face of Gf is either marked as full or as empty. Faces marked
full are not adjacent to each other. Intuitively, we have that any three vertices of an
empty face satisfy Condition 2, while all triples of vertices of a full face do not.
We initialize Gf with the cycle composed of the vertices and the edges of f and mark
its unique internal face as empty. At each step an edge e of Ef is considered and Gf
is updated. If adding e to Gf splits a single face marked empty, we update Gf by
splitting such a face into two empty faces. If the end-vertices of e belong to a single
face marked full, we ignore e. Otherwise, adding e to Gf would cross several edges
and faces (see Fig. 3(a)). Consider the set Eχ of internal edges of Gf crossed by e.
Define a set of vertices Vχ of Gf with the end-vertices of e, the end-vertices of edges
of Eχ that are incident to two empty faces, the vertices of the full faces traversed
by e. Remove all edges in Eχ from Gf . Mark the face f  obtained by such a removal
as empty. Form a new face fχ inside f  with all vertices in Vχ by connecting them as
they appear in the circular order of f , and mark fχ as full (see Fig. 3(b)).
When all the edges of Ef have been considered, if Gf has an internal face marked as
empty, any three vertices of this face satisfy Condition 2. Else, Gf has a single internal
face marked full and all triples of vertices of f do not satisfy Condition 2.
Theorem 5. Let G(V, E) be a graph and let S(V, W ) be a spanning triconnected planar subgraph of G. There exists an O(|V | × |E \ W |)-time algorithm that decides
whether G, S admits a straight-line compatible drawing Γ and, in the positive case,
computes it on an O(|V |2 ) × O(|V |2 ) grid.
Proof sketch: Algorithm S TRAIGHT-L INE -T RICONNECTED constructs Γ . Its correctness trivially descends from Theorem 4. Regarding the time complexity, the unique
planar embedding E of S can be computed in O(|V |) time. The auxiliary graph S  for
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Fig. 4. Illustration of: (a) Algorithm O NE - BEND T REE and (b) Algorithm T HREE - BEND T REE ;
a graph G with a given spanning tree S (black edges)

testing Condition 1 can be constructed in time linear in the size of S. Since S  is a planar graph, deciding if two vertices have distance two can be done in constant time [21].
Thus, testing Condition 1 for all edges in E \ W can be done in O(|V | + |E \ W |)
time. While verifying Condition 1, Ef can be computed, for each face f of E, in
O(|V | + |E \ W |) time. Since for each face f of E, the size of Gf is O(|Vf |), adding
edges in Ef has time complexity O(|Ef | × |Vf |). Overall, we have that the time complexity of testing Condition 2 is O(|E \ W | × |V |), which gives the time complexity of
the whole algorithm. Regarding the area, the algorithm in [5] can be used to obtain in
linear time a straight-line grid drawing of S on an O(|V |2 )×O(|V |2 ) grid; this drawing
is strictly convex.
2

4 Polyline Drawings
We now prove that, using bends along the edges of G \ S allows us to compute compatible drawings of pairs G, S for every spanning tree S of G; such drawings are on
a polynomial-area grid. In particular, since edge bends are negatively correlated to the
drawing readability, we want to compute k-bend compatible drawings for small values of k. We provide algorithms that offer different trade-offs between number of bends
and drawing area. In Section 5 we briefly discuss some preliminary results about 1-bend
compatible drawings of G, S when S is a biconnected spanning subgraph.
Let G(V, E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S(V, W ) be any spanning tree of G. We denote by x(v) and y(v) the x- and the y-coordinate of a vertex v,
respectively. The next algorithm computes a 1-bend compatible drawing of G, S.
Algorithm. O NE - BEND T REE. The algorithm works in two steps (refer to Fig. 4(a)).
S TEP 1: Consider a point set of size n such that for each point pi , the x- and ycoordinates of pi are i2 and i, respectively. Construct a straight-line drawing of S by
placing the vertices on points pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, according to a DFS traversal.
S TEP 2: Let vi be the vertex placed on point pi . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, draw each
edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E \ W such that j > i as a polyline connecting pi and pj , and bending
at point (i2 + 1, n + c) where c is a progressive counter, initially set to one.
Theorem 6. Let G(V, E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S(V, W )
be any spanning tree of G. There exists a 1-bend compatible drawing Γ of G, S.
Drawing Γ can be computed in O(n + m) time and has O(n2 (n + m)) area.
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Proof sketch: The algorithm that computes Γ is Algorithm O NE - BEND T REE. Note that
the drawing of S contained in Γ is planar, and that the edges in E \W are drawn outside
the convex region containing the drawing of S. About area requirements, the width of
Γ is O(n2 ), by construction, while the height of Γ is given by the y-coordinate of the
topmost bend point, that is n + m.
2
Next, we describe an algorithm that constructs 3-bend compatible drawings of pairs
G, S with better area bounds than Algorithm O NE - BEND T REE for sparse graphs.
Algorithm. T HREE - BEND T REE. The algorithm works in four steps (see Fig. 4(b)).
S TEP 1: Let G be the graph obtained from G by subdividing each edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E\W
with two dummy vertices di,j and dj,i . Let S  be the spanning tree of G , rooted at any
non-dummy vertex r, obtained by deleting all edges connecting two dummy vertices.
Clearly, every dummy vertex is a leaf of S  .
S TEP 2: For each vertex of S  , order its children arbitrarily, thus inducing a left-to-right
order of the leaves of S  . Rename the leaves of S  as u1 , . . . , uk following this order.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, add an edge (ui , ui+1 ) to S  . Also, add to S  two dummy
vertices vL and vR , and edges (vL , r),(vR , r),(vL , u1 ),(uk , vR ), (vL , vR ).
S TEP 3: Construct a straight-line grid drawing Γ  of S  , as described in [18], in which
edge (vL , vR ) is drawn as a horizontal segment on the outer face, vertices u1 , . . . , uk
all lie on points having the same y-coordinate Y , and the rest of S  is drawn above such
points. Remove from Γ  the vertices and edges added in S TEP 2.
S TEP 4: Compute a drawing Γ of G such that each edge in W is drawn as in Γ  , while
each edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E \ W is drawn as a polyline connecting vi and vj , bending at di,j ,
at dj,i , and at a point (c, Y − 1) where c is a progressive counter, initially set to x(u1 ).
Theorem 7. Let G(V, E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges, and let S(V, W )
be any spanning tree of G. There exists a 3-bend compatible drawing Γ of G, S.
Drawing Γ can be computed in O(n + m) time and has O((n + m)2 ) area.
Proof sketch: The algorithm that computes Γ is Algorithm T HREE - BEND T REE. The
drawing of S contained in Γ is planar ([18]) and lies above the horizontal line y = Y .
The area bounds descend from the construction and from the area bounds of [18]. 2
We finally remark that there exists a drawing algorithm that computes 4-bend compatible drawings that are more readable than those computed by Algorithm T HREE - BEND
T REE. Although the area of these drawings is still O((n + m)2 ), they have optimal
crossing angular resolution, i.e., edges cross only at right angles. Drawings of this type
are called RAC drawings and are widely studied in the literature [13,14].

5 Discussion
We initiated the study of a new problem in graph drawing, i.e., computing a drawing
Γ of a non-planar graph G such that a desired subgraph S ⊆ G is crossing-free in Γ .
In the setting where edges are straight-line segments and S is a spanning tree of G,
we showed that Γ does not always exist; also, we provided existential and algorithmic
results for meaningful subfamilies of spanning trees and we described a linear-time
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testing and drawing algorithm when S is a spanning triconnected subgraph. One of
the main problems still open in this setting is the following: Given a graph G and
a spanning tree S of G, what is the complexity of deciding whether G, S admits
a straight-line compatible drawing? This problem can be also studied when S is a
biconnected spanning subgraph, trying to extend the characterization of Theorem 4.
Another interesting problem is to extend the results of Lemmas 1 and 2 in order to give
a characterization of what spanning trees S of a complete graph can be always realized.
Allowing bends on the edges of G\S, a drawing Γ exists for any given spanning tree
S; we described several efficient algorithms that offer different compromises between
drawing area and number of bends. Also, in this setting we have a characterization
of which pairs G, S admit a 1-bend compatible drawing when S is a biconnected
spanning subgraph. Namely, a necessary and sufficient condition is that S has a planar
embedding such that for each edge e of G \ S the end-vertices of e belong to the same
face of S (as for Condition 1 of Theorem 4). Given such an embedding one can: (i)
add a dummy vertex inside each face of S and connect it to all the vertices of the face;
(ii) construct a planar straight-line drawing of the resulting graph, and (iii) construct a
1-bend compatible drawing where each edge (u, v) of G\S has a bend-point coinciding
with the dummy vertex of the face containing u and v. A small perturbation of the bendpoints will avoid that two of them coincide. An algorithm that tests the condition above
can be derived as a simplification of the algorithm in [3], used to test the existence of
a Simultaneous Embedding with Fixed Edges (SEFE) of two graphs [6]. Finally, we
remark that Algorithm O NE - BEND T REE can be adapted to find a 1-bend compatible
drawing when S is an outerplanar graph with the same bounds stated by Theorem 6.
Many problems for k-compatible drawings are still open. Among them: trying to reduce
the area bounds when S is a tree and devising algorithms for computing grid 1-bend
compatible drawings of feasible G, S when S is biconnected.
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